### Northeast Corridor Line

**Connecting from**

- All NJ TRANSIT trains except those noted below
- All Long Island Rail Road
- All Metro-North Railroad
- All Amtrak

**Connecting to**

- All NJ TRANSIT trains, except those noted below
- All Long Island Rail Road
- All Metro-North Railroad
- All Amtrak

**Special Conditions**

- **TRENTON TRANSIT CENTER**
  - All trains depart from and arrive at the Trenton Transit Center.

**Connections**

- SEPTA
  - All SEPTA connections are subject to change. Connections between SEPTA and NJ TRANSIT services are dependent on real-time schedules.

- **PRINCETON SHUTTLE**
  - The shuttle provides direct service to Princeton from Trenton Transit Center.

- **NEWARK LIGHT RAIL**
  - Trains operate to and from Newark Liberty International Airport.

- **CAPITAL CONNECTION**
  - Trains operate to and from Trenton Transit Center.

- **SECaucUS JUNCTION**
  - Trains operate to and from Secaucus Junction.

**Event Service**

- **DEADWRIGHTS RAIL LINE**
  - Trains operate to and from Deadwrights.

### Special Conditions

- **TRENTON TRANSIT CENTER**
  - All trains depart from and arrive at the Trenton Transit Center.

- **SEPTA**
  - All SEPTA connections are subject to change. Connections between SEPTA and NJ TRANSIT services are dependent on real-time schedules.

- **PRINCETON SHUTTLE**
  - The shuttle provides direct service to Princeton from Trenton Transit Center.

- **NEWARK LIGHT RAIL**
  - Trains operate to and from Newark Liberty International Airport.

- **CAPITAL CONNECTION**
  - Trains operate to and from Trenton Transit Center.

- **SECaucUS JUNCTION**
  - Trains operate to and from Secaucus Junction.

### Event Service

- **DEADWRIGHTS RAIL LINE**
  - Trains operate to and from Deadwrights.
### Special Conditions
- Indicates that on 1/15/21, there has been an exception in the cancellation of service.
- Indicates that on 2/19/21, there has been an exception in the cancellation of service.

### Holidays
- Service on Memorial Day, Columbus Day, and Presidents Day will be as advertised.
- Some service is available on the following: New Year’s Eve, Christmas Eve, New Year's Day, and Christmas Day.

### Connections
- Connections may differ from those listed in the schedules. For details, see the SEPTA website or contact SEPTA Customer Service.

### Take a Train to the Planes
- Tickets to Newark Liberty International Airport Station are available from TVMs at the airport station. Tickets to other stations can be purchased at SEPTA Ticket Vending Machines (TVMs) located throughout the system. All tickets can be purchased at SEPTA Customer Service Centers.

### Tickets and Fares
- Fares apply to all SEPTA services, including NJ TRANSIT and TRENTON TRANSIT CENTER services. All fares are subject to change. For more information, see the SEPTA website or contact SEPTA Customer Service.

### Make Your Travel Easier
- To plan your trip, use the SEPTA Trip Planner or visit the SEPTA website. The Trip Planner allows you to enter your location and destination, select your mode of transportation, and view real-time trip information.

### Northeast Corridor Line
- All schedules are subject to change. Connections between NJ TRANSIT and SEPTA trains are shown for information only and are not directly between train lines on the same level.

### Northeast Corridor Line
- All schedules are subject to change. Connections between NJ TRANSIT and SEPTA trains are shown for information only and are not directly between train lines on the same level.

### Limited Service